THE RUSSIAN GRAPHOSPHERE, 1450–1850

The ‘graphosphere’ is the dynamic space of visible words. Graphospheres mutate: they are reconfigured with changes in technology, in modes of production, in social structures, in fashion and taste. The graphospheric environment can be public or private, monumental or ephemeral. This book explores a new approach to the study of writing, with a focus on Russia during its ‘long early modernity’ from the late fifteenth century to the early nineteenth century. Taking an inclusive approach, it charts unmapped territory, uncovers sources that have almost entirely escaped attention and therefore provides, in the first instance, a unique reference guide to cultures of writing in Russia over four hundred years. Besides generating fresh insights into distinctive features of Russian culture, this outward-looking and accessible book offers a pioneering case study for the wider comparative exploration of the significance of technologies of the word.
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A Note on Transliteration and Dates

Complete consistency in transliteration is barely possible, and not necessarily desirable.

Transliteration of Cyrillic in quotations of words, or in bibliographic references, uses the ‘modified Library of Congress’ system that is more or less standard in online library catalogues. Where such words or names appear in the main text, simply as words rather than expressly as transliterations, I omit the apostrophe that would indicate the ‘softness’ (palatalisation) of the preceding consonant.

Geographic names are a problem. Many of the places changed jurisdiction, and their official names, several times during the four centuries covered by this survey. There are places for which any choice of form may be contentious. For the purposes of this book I apply a sequence of choices.

Where a place-name has become a standard, established English word, I use it in preference to any variety of transliteration: hence Moscow and St Petersburg, not Moskva and Sankt-Peterburg. Where a place has had fundamentally different names, I tend to give first the ‘historic’ name followed by its modern equivalent in brackets: hence Reval (Tallinn). Where there is a choice of spellings for what is essentially the same place-name I tend to use the forms that are preferred in the relevant modern state: hence Vilnius, Lviv, Pochaiv, Chernihiv and Ostroh, rather than Vilna, Lvov (or Lwów, or Lemberg), Pochaev, Chernigov and Ostrog. The choice between Kiev and Kyiv is borderline: Kyiv is the preferred form in modern Ukraine, Kiev is a long-established English word.

Mutatis mutandis similar principles apply to personal names. The names of Russia’s imperial rulers are by convention anglicised: hence the tsars Peter, Alexander, Nicholas, Paul, not Petr, Aleksandr, Nikolai, Pavel. Quite illogically, however, the names of the earlier rulers of Muscovy are, by convention, transliterated rather than anglicised (hence Ivan, Mikhail, not John, Michael), as are all other personal names. Names of non-
Russians culturally active in Russia are normally given in russified form. Hence, for example, Maksim Grek, or the Likhud brothers, rather than Maximos, or the Leichoudes brothers. Some anomalies inevitably remain.

All dates derived from Russian sources are given in the 'old style' – that is, according to the Julian calendar, which was in use in Russia until 1918. Most Russian sources before the start of the eighteenth century date events on a scale starting from the creation of the world rather than from the birth of Christ. To convert anno mundi dates to the Common Era, one should subtract 5508 – bearing in mind, however, that the anno mundi year in Muscovite documents normally ran from September to August, not from January to December. Dating according to the Common Era was officially introduced by Peter I on 1 January 1700.
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